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“In spite of everything, I still believe that people are
really good at heart.”
Anne Frank
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Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl was written by a young
Jewish girl forced into hiding with her family from the Nazis
during World War II (1939-1945 CE). Anne Frank received the
diary in June of 1942 as a present for her thirteenth birthday.
In the diary’s first entry dated Sunday, June 14th, 1942, Anne
talks about her cat Moortje greeting her in the morning,
walking to school with a good friend named Lies (pronounced
Lees), and the excitement of receiving the diary itself. Two
years, and over a 150 entries later, Anne authored what
became arguably the world’s most famous diary.
The diary is important for a number of reasons:





It’s a primary resource describing the Jewish
experience during the Nazi occupation of the
Netherlands in the Second World War
It has literary value due to the quality of the writing
and insights of the diary’s author
The diary is an exceptional testament to the beauty
and strength of the human spirit

Outcome: CR9.1a
View, listen to, read,
comprehend, and respond to a
variety of texts that address
identity, social responsibility,
and efficacy.
Outcome: CR9.2a
Select and use appropriate
strategies to construct
meaning before, during, and
after viewing, listening, and
reading.
Outcome: CC B 30.3
Create various visual,
multimedia, oral, and written
texts that explore identity,
social responsibility, and
efficacy.
Outcome: CC9.8a
Write to describe (a profile of a
character), to narrate (a
narrative essay), to explain and
inform (a researched report),
and to persuade (a review).

Anne Frank (13), her older sister Margot (16), mother (Edith)
and father (Otto) hid in the upstairs of the warehouse to Otto
Frank’s jam business, Opekta. Otto was forced to sell his
Amsterdam-based business in 1940 to two Dutch friends and
business partners, Victor Kugler and Jan Gies, to avoid having
the company stolen by the invading Nazis. Four other Jewish people joined the Franks in hiding (all
Jews themselves): Otto’s business partner Herman van Pels1 and his wife Auguste along with their son
Peter (15); and a fifty-three year old dentist named Fritz Pfeffer.
The eight occupants lived in the “secret annexe” (Anne’s name for their hiding place) for roughly two
years. The group was eventually betrayed by an unknown Dutch informant, possibly one of the day
workers in the warehouse, sometime before their official arrest on August 4 th, 1944. On the arresting
day the German security service (called the “SS”), burst through the warehouse doors surprising the
occupants. The Franks, Pels and Dr. Pfeffer were sent to different concentration and labor camps.
Within a year everyone was dead except for Otto Frank (the only member of the group surviving the
war).

1

Anne does not refer to the van Pels or Dr. Pfeffer by their real names in the diary. Rather, she uses pseudonyms (fake
names), e.g. the van Pels are called Mr. and Mrs. Van Daan and Pfeffer is called Dr. Dussel (a word literally meaning “nitwit”
in German). Anne used everyone’s real name in the first diary; however, when she rewrote it in the middle of 1944
(preparing it for eventual publication) everyone was given a pseudonym, including herself (e.g. Anne Robin), to protect their
privacy.
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The Diary’s Setting
All of the diary’s entries were written in Amsterdam,
Netherlands. With the exception of a couple dates, Anne
actually says little about the city itself. She shows a lot of
interest in the war engulfing the world by talking about
distant battle fields in Russia, North Africa, and Italy.
However, Anne focuses mainly on people: the treatment
of Jews by the German authorities; the various
interactions between the Secret Annexe’s occupants;
friends and family members from before the war; and all
the people who played an instrumental role in keeping
everyone in the Secret Annexe alive.2
The majority of the diary’s events take place in the small
rooms of the annex (a portion of Mr. Frank and Mr. van
Pel’s office hidden behind a movable book shelf). The
four-room living situation is confining: the annex’s
occupants cannot open windows, walk around freely or
use the toilet or sinks during the day. If they made any
noise during the day, one of the warehouse workers below might hear and report it. Anne frequently
complains about having to share a room with a middle-aged man named Mr. Dussel (Fritz Pfeffer). She
hates the lack of privacy. She also has some choice words for both her mother and Mrs. van Daan (van
Pel). But the diary, more than anything else,
communicates Anne’s deepest thoughts about life,
hope and the future.
The annex is small and cramped, but comfortable
enough. Sometimes the occupants forget where they
are and end up taking unnecessary risks. For instance
Anne and Peter leave the annex to visit Boche the
warehouse cat. The warehouse is frequently robbed
by burglars. The group narrowly escapes detection on
multiple occasions. If they were discovered, it would
mean almost certain death for them. For all her
brilliance and powers of observation Anne is not an
impartial observer: she is sometimes immature and egoistical. Thus, many of her observations,
particularly those about her mother Edith, Dr. Drussel (Pfeffer aka the “nitwit”) and Mrs. van Daan (van
Pel), need to be taken with a grain of salt. Yet, to Anne’s credit in the later entries from 1944 she
admits to at times being judgemental and short-sighted. 3

2

The original title Anne gave to her diary is Het Achterhuis (taken from the Germany literally meaning the “Secret Annexe”).
Shmoop Editorial Team, “The Diary of Anne Frank Analysis,” Shmoop (Shmoop University, November 11, 2008),
https://www.shmoop.com/study-guides/literature/diary-of-anne-frank/analysis).
3
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A Literary Study in Six Parts

The literary study is organized into six parts, each designed to either deepen the student’s
understanding of a topic or provide opportunities to develop critical thinking skills. Marks for each
phase are earned or lost on the basis of the quality of work (or lack thereof) produced.
1. Respond to a series of pre-reading questions (4 marks). Students conduct a background
investigation into the diary’s most important settings, personalities and events. This helps
students better understand some of the issues Anne identifies and discusses.
2. Keep an on-going reading diary (10 marks). Over the course of reading diary students
personally respond in writing to Anne’s thoughts.
3. Read Anne’s diary while completing a series of questions (10 marks). Students complete a
series of tasks and questions in order to write a detailed character sketch of Anne Frank.
4. Exam: respond to a series of quotations from the diary (6 marks). Students respond
personally in writing to a series of important quotations drawn from the diary.
5. Write a character sketch essay (20 marks). Write an essay on Anne’s personality, values and
dreams/experiences. The questions answered during part 2 were designed to assist students
complete the necessary research to complete the essay.
6. Prepare and present an oral-visual presentation (16 marks). In small groups students conduct
research on a prescribed topic and present a TED-style Talk to increase awareness about the
challenges facing refugees today along with the growing problem of prejudice.
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1. Respond to Series of Pre-reading Questions
Pre-reading questions help establish the historical context necessary for appreciating the events,
people and locations Anne discusses in her diary.
The Process
Create a Google Doc and name it Your_Name_Anne_Frank_Prereading_Questions. Share it with
rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca giving the teacher full-editing privileges. Use Google to research and answer the
questions below.
1. When did the Second World War begin (and end) and which country was the first invaded by
Nazi Germany?
2. List the names of the presidents, prime ministers or dictators of the following countries (1940):
Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, Great Britain, Netherlands, the United States and the Soviet Union.
3. Why did Nazi Germany invade the Netherlands in 1940?
4. What is anti-Semitism?
5. Why did the Nazis hate the Jews?
6. Where did the Frank family live before moving to the Netherlands? Why and when did the
Frank family move to Amsterdam?
7. What was the Nationaal Socialistische Beweging (NSB)?
8. What was the purpose of the Schutzstaffel (also called the “SS”)?
9. When and what was the Battle of Stalingrad?
10. When and what was the “D-Day Invasion”?
11. Where and what was Auschwitz?
12. When and what were the Nuremberg trials?
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2. Keep an on-going reading diary. Reading a diary is different from reading a novel for at least three
reasons: firstly, diaries are written by a real person about themselves; they are meant to enlighten us
about the writer as opposed to entertain us; secondly, diaries do not have plot arcs with rising
attention and climaxes; and finally, diaries are deeply personal expressions of emotion and experience
not normally meant to be shared publicly. For this assignment students will keep a “reading diary”. The
reading diary is used to record a student’s thoughts as they occur to them while reading Anne’s diary.
One of the recurring motifs4 in Anne’s diary is her struggle to find someone who understands her (like
a real friend would). Anne writes:
In order to enhance in my mind’s eye the picture of the friend for whom I have waited
so long, I don’t want to set down a series of bald facts in a diary like most people do, but
I want this diary itself to be my friend, and I shall call my friend Kitty.5
For this reason Anne when Anne wrote in her diary she pretended she was writing to an imaginary
friend named “Kitty”.6 In the spirit of Anne’s diary, students will direct their reading diary entries to
their own imaginary friend.
The Process
Create a Google Doc and name it Your_Name_Reading_Diary. Share it with rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca giving
the teacher full-editing privileges. Any day you end up reading for 30 minutes or more spend five to ten
minutes responding to what you read. Open every entry using Anne’s format, e.g. March 20 th, 2020.
Standards


4

What should you write about? Discuss any significant emotional, psychological or logical
response you have to something Anne writes or discusses.
o This writing assignment is informal so feel free to write using contractions and personal
pronouns.

A motif in literature is a repeated pattern that has some sort of symbolic significance to the overall work. In the case of
Anne’s diary, she was really only ever able to confide in her father; however, she couldn’t quite be entirely off her guard
around him. She craved having a good friend she could completely be herself around. The diary ended up filling this need in
her life.
5
Frank, Anne. Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl. New York, N.Y: Bantam/Doubleday, 1993, p.3.
6
Interestingly, in the first edition of Anne’s diary she did not address all of her entries to Kitty. She sometimes wrote to
other names like “Pop,” “Phien,” “Emmy,” “Marianne,” “Jetty,” Loutje,” “Conny,” and “Jackie.” These names appeared on
th
th
entries dating from September 25 1942, until November 13 , 1942. It appears Anne took these names from characters
found in a series of popular Dutch books written by Cissy van Marxveldt, which featured a strong-willed heroine. Another
character in these books, Kitty Francken, is believed to have been the inspiration for the “Dear Kitty” on most of Anne’s
diary entries. Rosenberg, Jennifer. “5 Things You Don't Know About Anne Frank and Her Diary.” ThoughtCo. ThoughtCo,
January 28, 2019. https://www.thoughtco.com/unknown-facts-about-anne-frank-1779478.
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How many total entries should you have by the end of reading the diary? Anne makes
approximately a total of 150 entries. Strive to write a minimum of ten of your own (but no more
than 25).



How long should an entry be? Write honestly and the length will take care of itself. Feel free to
go back and polish an entry at a later time (just like Anne did).
o Whenever making specific reference to something Anne says make sure to use her entry
date, e.g. On Anne’s entry for June 16th, 1944, she talks about how she could walk
outside and feel the breeze in her hair.
o Since this is your reading diary consider discussing both Anne’s thoughts as well as
what’s going on in your own life. Are there any parallels? 7
o Do not write anything in the diary which you don’t feel comfortable others reading.

A diary entry might look something like the following:
March 8th, 2020
Dear Georgy:
A couple thoughts entered my mind as I read the final entry in Anne’s diary today dated Tuesday,
August 1st, 1944. Firstly, I was kind of sad: I’ve grown quite fond of reading her thoughts every day. She
makes me chuckle, smile, cry, feel joy, and experience every other human emotion. Also, and perhaps
more importantly, I came to the realization that when I finished the diary I was in a sense saying
goodbye forever. I feel like I got to know her quite personally; and she reminded me about the
importance of not taking my freedom or life for granted. I feel she had so much more to teach me.
Yours Truly,
Rick

7

Parallel characters, also known as mirror characters, are characters who share many similarities with one another.
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3. Read Anne’s diary while completing a series of questions (10 marks). These questions build a
student’s appreciation and understanding for Anne’s personality, values, hopes and dreams. Your
answers form the basis of research for the character sketch essay. Questions are organized according
to both date and page number.
The marking scheme for this section is pass/fail, i.e. if all questions are completed at the pace set by
the classroom teacher the student will received a perfect score of 10/10. However, there’ll be regular
homework checks and if a student does not answer all assigned questions they will be penalized one
mark.
1). HOPES and DREAMS: Tuesday, 30 June, 1942
On page 10 Anne writes the phrase: Love finds a way. Explain how the phrase, looked at in a certain
light, presents Anne’s future in a certain beautiful, if grim, light.
2). VALUES: Wednesday, 8 July, 1942
On page 14 Anne talks about going into hiding and gathering up some personal effects. She writes the
“first thing I put in was this diary, then hair curlers, handkerchiefs, schoolbooks, a comb, old letters; I
put in the craziest things with the idea that we were going into hiding. But I’m not sorry, memories
mean more to me than dresses”. What does the last item she decides to take reveal or suggest about
Anne’s priorities?
3). PERSONALITY: Friday, 25 September, 1942
On page 30 Anne writes “[just] had a big bust-up with Mummy for the umpteenth time, we simply
don’t get on together these days and Margot and I don’t hit it off any too well either”. In the beginning,
Anne does not get along well with either her big sister or mother. Considering what you’ve read so far,
what do you think are the qualities Anne possessed which seemed to irk her mother and sister?
4). PERSONALITY: Monday, 28 September, 1942
What does Anne mean exactly (page 34) when she observes “[you] only really get to know people
when you’ve had a jolly good row with them. Then and then only can you judge their true
characters…”?
5). VALUES: Saturday, 7 November, 1942
On pages 44 and 45 Anne reveals the only person she truly loves is her father because he preserves a
“feeling of family” for her. By contrast Anne complains her mother is unaffectionate and sarcastic. 8
Edith just does not succeed in being a mom. What qualities, do you think, Anne seeks in a mother?
6). VALUES: Wednesday, 13 January, 1943
Anne (page 64) reveals a deeper side to her character: while she admits she is happy to be spared all of
the problems from the war affecting others (particularly Jews), this is the first time she says her family
should save money, not for themselves, but for others for “after the war”. What do Anne’s thoughts
reveal about her values and character?
8

Sarcastic: marked by or given to using irony in order to mock or convey contempt.
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7). HOPES and DREAMS: Friday, 5 February, 1943
All the adults (page 66) in the house wonder why Anne can’t be more like Peter and Margot. Anne is
convinced she does want to be the least like Margot observing her sister is “too soft and passive for my
liking, and allows everyone to talk her around, and gives in about everything. I want to be a stronger
character!” What does Anne mean, do you think, when she says she wants to be strong and not soft
like Margot?
8). PERSONALITY: Saturday, 27 March, 1943
Anne talks about finding “time-killing subjects” (page 75) to pass the time in the annex. Specifically,
she develops quite an interest in the mythology of the Greeks and Romans. Why is mythology such an
interesting topic to young people generally? Also, which Greco-Roman god or goddess would have
been Anne’s favorite? Explain.
9). HOPES and DREAMS: Friday, 23 July, 1943
Anne (page 90) talks about the first thing everyone living in the Secret Annexe would do once the war
ends. For example Peter wants to go see a movie while Dr. Dussel wants to see his wife. Anne can do
absolutely anything but all she wants is to freely walk around her home and go to school. What do
Anne’s two wishes say about her personality?
10). HOPES and DREAMS: Monday, 9 August, 1943 to Monday evening, 8 November, 1943
Around page 100 we see Anne is struggling to sleep along with being incurably restless. For
example on page 115 Anne appears to be giving into despair when she looks back “to our old
house, my girlfriends, the fun at school, it is just as if another person lived it all not me”. Anne
was far more optimistic during the first year in hiding. What has changed in the second year—
the relationships, the boredom, the increased risk, the progress of the war—making her so
depressed?
11). PERSONALITY: Thursday, 11 November, 1943
On pages 116 and 117 Anne talks about how much she values her fountain pen. She explains
how she accidentally threw it in the stove fire destroying it. Then she explains that she had
“one consolation, although a slender one: my fountain pen has been cremated, just what I want
later!” Anne has quite the sense of humor. There are a number of places in the diary where she
cracks a joke or makes some kind of whimsical (funny) remark. What does Anne’s frequent use
of humor suggest about her character?
12). HOPES and DREAMS: Friday, 24 December, 1943
List three activities Anne says she wants to eventually do on pages 123 and 124.
13). HOPES and DREAMS: Friday, 24 December, 1943
What do the activities identified in the previous question say about Anne’s state of mind in
December of 1943?
14). VALUES: Friday, 24 December, 1943 and Saturday, 25 December, 1943
Anne expresses deeply felt opinions (pages 124 and 125) about both her mom and dad. Based
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on these opinions, which parent—mom or dad—does Anne most take after or want to be like
when she grows up? Explain.
15). VALUES: Saturday, 22 January, 1944
Answer the question Anne poses on page 139: “I wonder whether you can tell me why it is that
people always try so hard to hide their real feelings?”
16). VALUES: Saturday, 22 January, 1944
Answer the second question Anne asks on page 139: “Why do we trust one another so little? I
know there must be a reason, but still I sometimes think it’s horrible that you find you can
never really confide in people, even in those who are nearest to you”.
17). PERSONALITY: Sunday, 27 February, 1944
Anne acknowledges (page 160) she and Peter are a lot more similar than different. How are
Peter and Anne similar and how are they different?
18). PERSONALITY: Tuesday, 7 March, 1944
Anne explains (pages 168 and 169) how she has changed since going into hiding in 1942. At the
top of page 169 she describes a couple ways she has changed. What are those changes?
19). HOPES and DREAMS: Tuesday, 4 April, 1944
Anne talks on page 197 about how she’s glad she has one talent: she can write. She says she is
the “best and sharpest” critic of her own work; and even if she’s never published she can write
for herself. She then discusses how she cannot imagine living the same life as either her mother
or Mrs. Van Daan (both stay at home moms). Anne declares “I must have something besides a
husband and children, something that I can devote myself to!” What is it about Anne’s
character which makes her unwilling to follow the same path as so many women before her?
20). PERSONALITY: Thursday, 6 April, 1944
Anne presents a list of hobbies on page 198. From this list identify and rank three of these
hobbies you believe were the most meaningful to Anne. Explain why you selected as you did by
connecting the hobbies to some aspect of Anne’s character or personality.
21). VALUES: Wednesday, 3 May, 1944 to Saturday, 6 May, 1944
Anne talks on pages 223 through to 226 about how she wants more independence from her
mother and father. Specifically, Anne wrote her father a letter explaining she needed space and
the freedom to make her own decisions. So, if she wants to spend time with Peter then she will
do that (even if it goes against her father’s wishes). If you look at the Anne’s entry for Sunday,
May 7th, 1944, Anne explains how she had a long talk with her dad. Her father explains how he
is disappointed with her. Anne puts it this way:
Daddy and I had a long talk yesterday afternoon, I cried terribly and he joined in.
Do you know what he said to me, Kitty? “I have received many letters in my life,
but this is certainly the most unpleasant! You, Anne, who have received such
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love from your parents, you, who have parents who are always ready to help
you, who have always defended you whatever it might be, can you talk of feeling
no responsibility towards us? You feel wronged and deserted, no, Anne, you
have done us a great injustice! Perhaps you didn’t mean it like that, but it is what
you wrote; no, Anne, we haven’t deserved such a reproach as this!
Anne feels absolutely terrible about disappointing her father in particular. Compared to
everyone else, including her mother and sister, why does Anne place such high value on her
father having a good opinion of her?
22). PERSONALITY: Wednesday, 14 June, 1944
On pages 248 and 249 Anne describes herself as “knowing and forward”. What is she saying
about herself when she says “I readily admit that I’m knowing”?
23). VALUES: Saturday, 15 July, 1944
Anne observes (page 260) she has one outstanding trait in her character which is the ability to
gain knowledge of herself. She can watch her own actions, just like an outsider. She can see
what’s good and what is bad and make improvements. She admits to having many character
flaws (but is incapable of naming them all). Then she goes on to say that her father’s advice
about relationships, Peter, life, etc. has a lot of truth to it. Anne says “all children must look
after their own upbringing”. Do you agree or disagree with Anne’s assertion that only parents
can give good advice and keep their children on “good paths,” but the final forming of a
person’s character actually lies in their own hands? Explain.
24). HOPES and DREAMS: Saturday, 15 July, 1944
On page 263 Anne claims young people have it much more difficult than the old. Specifically,
she says older people have already formed their opinions about everything, and don’t hesitate
before acting. By comparison it’s twice as hard for young people to hold their ground, and
maintain their hopes and dreams, at a time when all ideals are being shattered and destroyed
(as it was during the Second World War when the Nazis were killing everybody). In a world torn
by war, the young don’t know whether to believe in truth and right and God. The difficulty,
Anne continues to explain, in these times “ideals, dreams, cherished hopes rise within us, only
to meet the horrible truth and be shattered”. Do you agree or disagree with Anne's
observations on life here? Explain.
25). PERSONALITY: Tuesday, 1 August, 1944
Anne observes on page 266 she has something of a “dual personality”. What are Anne’s two
personalities as she describes them?
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4. Exam: respond to a series of quotations from the diary (10 marks). Students respond
personally in writing to a series of important quotations drawn from the diary. Immediately
below you’ll find a sample answer:
Saturday, 20 June, 1942
Anne has just received her diary. She is so excited she’s not sure she’ll be able to focus
her writing. Then she says that there’s a saying that “paper is more patient than man”.
Anne is talkative and has an energetic personality. She knows how rare it is to find
someone who’ll just sit there and listen to you. Paper, however, is different than people:
you can write as much or as little as you want on a piece of paper (like in a diary) and it
will always listen without complaining. Anne is excited by the prospect of finally finding
an outlet for her creative energy and thoughtfulness. Anne’s diary is a lot like my friend
Greg: I can talk to him about literally anything and he doesn’t judge me.
Effective responses to quotations should have the following qualities:
1. Responses should illustrate or reveal something meaningful about Anne’s character,
personality, or values.
2. Responses should demonstrate insightfulness on your part. Insightful people are
exceptionally perceptive and show a deep understanding of an issue.
3. Responses should close with the student making some sort of personal connection to
the quotation.
Process
This task is a “take home” test (which means it is assigned on one day and then submitted the
next day at the start of class). Students can use web resources, books, videos, and so on;
however, credit must be given to others whose ideas students use. This is done through the use
of footnotes formatted according to Chicago style.
1. Create a Google Doc and label it Your_Name_Anne_Frank_Quotes_Test. Share the
document with the classroom teacher (rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca) giving them full-editing
privileges.
2. Complete the assignment.
3. Do not forget to use footnotes to give credit to others whose ideas you use. If you do
not give credit, you’ll receive a zero on the test for plagiarism.
Note: I use the Grammarly plagiarism checker on all student responses.
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Anne Frank Quotes
I’ve taken the liberty of introducing the context9 for some of the quotes. I also include the diary
entry date and page number where the quote is found in your edition.
Thursday, 19 November, 1942: Page 53
Anne is glad to have Dr. Dussel to share her room with. Besides, Anne repeating her father’s
own words, says “[if] we can save someone, then everything else is of secondary importance”.
This quote does not appear in the edition we are using.
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the
world”.
Wednesday, 13 January, 1943: Page 64
Anne discusses the poor conditions the Dutch and Jews are experiencing. She shows a lot of
concern for the starving children of Holland.
“I could go on for hours,” she explains, “about all the suffering the war has brought, but then I
would only make myself more dejected. There is nothing we can do but wait as calmly as we
can till the misery comes to an end. Jews and Christians wait, the whole earth waits; and there
are many who wait for death”.
Thursday, 3 February, 1944: Page 150
In this entry Anne talks about the different conversations the occupants of the Secret Annexe
have with one another and visitors. She seems to grow tired of all the talk of war and politics.
She knows these topics are important, but she is growing bored.
“I myself keep very quiet and don’t take any notice of all the fuss and excitement. I have now
reached the stage that I don’t care much whether I live or die. The world will still keep on
turning without me; what is going to happen, will happen, and anyway it’s no good trying to
resist. I trust to luck and do nothing but work, hoping that all will end well”.
Wednesday, 23 February, 1944: Page 158
This is one of the many quotes where Anne talks about nature. Nature, or the outside world,
symbolizes freedom and liberty. Later in the diary Anne wonders why she’d never really
appreciated being outside until now (when the option of going outside was denied her).
“It’s lovely weather outside and I’ve quite perked up since yesterday. Nearly every morning I go
to the attic where Peter works to blow the stuffy air out of my lungs. From my favorite spot on
the floor I look up at the blue sky and the bare chestnut tree, on whose branches little
raindrops shine, appearing like silver, and at the seagulls and other birds as they glide on the
wind… I [look] out of the open window too, over a large area of Amsterdam, over all the roofs
9

Context: the circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully
understood and assessed.
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and on to the horizon, which was such a pale blue that it was hard to see the dividing line. As
long as this exists and I may live to see it, this sunshine, the cloudless skies, while this last, I
cannot be unhappy”.
Tuesday, 7 March, 1944: Page 171
Anne explains her mother’s advice, when one is sad, is to “[think] of all the misery in the world
and be thankful that you are not sharing in it!” Anne’s advice is to “[go] outside, to the fields,
enjoy nature and the sunshine, go out and try to recapture happiness in yourself and in God.
Think of all the beauty that’s still left in and around you and be happy!”
Tuesday, 11 April, 1944: Page 208
This entry is one of the longest in Anne’s diary. Anne starts by talking about things like the
annex’s occupants playing monopoly. But she quickly turns serious because a burglar was heard
downstairs in the warehouse. The police end up in the building and everyone who is hiding
grows scared. Anne observes the group was never in any more danger than that night. Yet, as a
true testament to her character she takes things in stride and remains optimistic.
“I am becoming still more independent of my parents, young as I am, I face life with courage
than Mummy; my feeling for justice is immovable, and truer than hers. I know what I want, I
have a goal, an opinion, I have a religion and love. Let me be myself and then I am satisfied. I
know that I’m a woman, a woman with inward strength and plenty of courage”.
Monday, 17 April, 1944: Page 212
Anne and Peter’s relationship is becoming more serious. She acknowledges her mother and
sister certainly wouldn’t have kissed a boy without some sort of real commitment first. But she
rationalizes that with the world at war maybe it is okay to put aside propriety 10 and follow her
heart.
“Why shouldn’t I follow the way my heart leads me, if it makes us both happy?”
Wednesday, 3 May, 1944: Page 223
In this entry, Anne gets philosophical: she wonders what the use of war is and why can’t people
just live in peace with one another? She questions the wisdom of spending millions on “gigantic
planes” but leaving nothing for medicine, artists or for the poor. Anne wonders why people are,
well, crazy…
“I don’t believe that the big men, the politicians and the capitalists alone, are guilty of the war.
Oh no, the little man is just as guilty, otherwise the peoples of the world would have risen in
revolt long ago! There’s in people simply an urge to destroy, an urge to kill, to murder and rage,
and until all mankind, without exception, undergoes a great change, wars will be waged,
everything that has been built-up, cultivated, and grown will be destroyed and disfigured, after
which mankind will have to begin all over again”.
10

Propriety: behaving in a way the majority of people consider to be right and moral.
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Friday, 26 May, 1944: Page 242
Anne complains about the food, the delayed Allied invasion, Peter being a big disappointment,
and the sewer being blocked. She is becoming increasingly pessimistic11 and scared. She even
entertains a hypothetical,12 but unthinkable, situation, e.g. the police coming for everyone.
Anne is scared.
“Again and again I ask myself, would it not have been better for us all if we had not gone into
hiding, and if we were dead now and not going through all this misery, especially as we
shouldn’t be running our protectors into danger any more. But we all recoil from these
thoughts too, for we still love life; we haven’t yet forgotten the voice of nature, we still hope,
hope about everything. I hope something will happen soon now, shooting if need be—nothing
can crush us more than this recklessness. Let the end come, even if it is hard; then at least we
shall know whether we are finally going to win through or go under”.
Thursday, 15 June, 1944: Page 251
In this entry, Anne talks about how her appreciation of nature has increased. She speaks of an
experience where she stood alone one night in one of the annex’s rooms listening to the wind
and rain pelt against the warehouse walls. In that moment she was experiencing one of the
purest of experiences—available to rich and to poor alike—a sense of just being or living in the
moment. The gravity of this moment is so obvious considering death awaits Anne, and people
like her, if she leaves the safety of the annex. So if she cannot be in nature she can at least
imagine what it’s like to be in it.
“It’s not imagination on my part when I say that to look up at the sky, the clouds, the moon,
and the stars makes me calm and patient. It’s a better medicine than either valerian or
bromine; Mother Nature makes me humble and prepared to face every blow courageously”.
Saturday, 15 July, 1944: Page 263-264
This is one of Anne’s longer and final entries in the diary: she talks about conquering Peter and
the regret she has about writing a letter to her dad telling him to basically mind his own
business about her relationship with Peter. Then Anne goes on to talk about how she believes
being younger is lonelier than being old. She thinks that since it appears older people are more
certain in their thinking they must live a happier life. Anne is probably exaggerating here, in
that, loneliness is experienced equally by all ages.
“Yet I keep [my ideals], because in spite of everything I still believe that people are really good
at heart. I simply can’t build up my hopes on a foundation consisting of confusion, misery, and
death. I see the world gradually being turned into a wilderness, I hear the ever approaching
thunder, which will destroy us too, I can feel the sufferings of millions and yet, if I look up into
the heavens, I think that it will all come right, that this cruelty too will end, and that peace and
tranquility will return again”.
11
12

Pessimistic: tending to see the worst aspect of things or believe that the worst will happen.
Hypothetical: involving or being based on a suggested idea or theory.
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5. Write a character sketch essay (10 marks). Write an essay on Anne’s personality, values and
dreams/experiences. The questions answered during part 2 were designed to assist students
complete the necessary research to complete the essay.
Objective: write a standard five-paragraph character sketch essay exploring Anneliese Marie
Frank’s personality, values and hopes and dreams. The essay must have an introductory
paragraph, three body paragraphs, and a concluding paragraph. The essay’s title page,
footnotes, and bibliography must be formatted according to Chicago style.
Process
1). Organize your information. Create a Google Doc. Name the file
Your_Name_Character_Sketch_Essay. Share the file with the classroom teacher
(rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca) giving them full-editing privileges.
In your document, insert a table with two rows and three columns (see figure below). Organize
your answers into the categories you see below, e.g. personality; values; hopes and dreams.
Note: look carefully at the questions completed during 3. Read Anne’s diary while completing
a series of questions, etc. and you’ll notice each labelled according to one of the categories
listed above. Place PERSONALITY answers under the “personality” category below, etc. Include
page numbers where the information is found. This information is used to create footnotes
later during the writing process.
Personality
Friday, 25 September, 1942
Anne is headstrong and a
chatterbox. She very serious
and not a girly-girl (not really).
She’s smart, insightful and
outspoken (unafraid to share
her thoughts); this is probably
why her father takes to her so
much while her mother,
expecting a girl to be more
traditional (quiet and softspoken), is critical. Anne
doesn’t blush. She could
probably deal out as good as
she gets to be quite honest (in
fact Anne, on page 32,
describes herself as someone
who can’t sit back and just
take it. She defends herself).
Standing up for oneself is not
normally considered

Values
Tuesday, 30 June, 1942
There’s something
encouraging about her
optimism. She is
repeatedly confronted
with negativity and Nazis,
but instead of giving in to
despair she sort of
marches along as an
idealist. This capacity to
be unaffected is beautiful
and reveals the power of
living an engaged life, a
love of love: love finds a
way. She writes her diary
in order to engage with
that world, p.10.

Hopes and Dreams
Friday, 24 December, 1943
Go on canoe trips, attend
theatrical performances, have
fun; smell fresh air; cycling,
dancing, whistling, looking out
into the world, feeling young; to
know she’s free, p.123-124.
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“womanly”, p.30.
Sunday, 27 February, 1944
According to Anne they both
lack a real mother. They both
wrestle with inner feelings,
both are frequently uncertain
of themselves, both are too
sensitive to be roughly
treated. She sometimes hides
her feelings but sometimes
lashes out. He shuts himself
up, hardly talks at all, p. 160.

2. Start the FIRST DRAFT by making some decisions. The information placed into the table
forms the basis of what eventually goes into your essay’s body. You will not be able to use all of
your research. Obviously, you will only keep and use your strongest answers. Go through each
category reducing the number of answers to a total of three.
3. Write an introductory paragraph. The introduction serves two functions: firstly, it opens with
a thesis statement introducing the reader to Anne’s three most important character traits, i.e.
one per personality, values and hopes and dreams. The thesis gives the overall essay unity and
focus; secondly, the remainder of the introduction should present basic biographical
information, e.g. when and where Anne was born, who her family members were, etc. while
also explaining the context for why her family went into hiding in the first place. If you do all
these things you’ll end up with a solid introductory paragraph. The introduction should be
somewhere between 75 to 175 words.
4. Organize the body paragraphs. There are three body paragraphs each focused on covering
one category: the three categories are personality; values; and hopes and dreams.
Personality: the combination of characteristics or qualities making an individual
distinct from others.
Values: the things you believe to be important and also help you decide what is
right from what is wrong.
Hopes and Dreams: hope is a feeling of expectation or desire for something to
happen while dreams are a series of thoughts and desires for the future.
The order you use to arrange your body paragraphs is entirely up to you. Yet, I do suggest using
personality as your first body essay because it seems like a logical place to start. The body
should be somewhere between 450 to 600 words.
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5. Write the concluding paragraph. An effective conclusion essentially answers a question
posed by the essay’s thesis. This leads to something called “thesis-conclusion agreement” which
gives the overall essay greater cohesion13 and unity. Thesis-conclusion agreement is achieved
by doing the following:


Restate the thesis statement (but using different wording).



Remind the reader of the most important points you covered in the essay’s body, i.e.
you’ll likely say three things (one sentence for each of the body paragraphs).



End the conclusion with an impactful and effective closing statement, e.g. consider
explaining why learning about someone like Anne Frank is important or meaningful.

The conclusion should be somewhere between 125 to 250 words.
6. Write the SECOND DRAFT. Focus on improving the quality of the essay’s individual
sentences. Ensure all sentences logically flow one to the next. Find and incorporate quotations
into the essay’s body if you have not done so already, i.e. quotations contribute to making an
essay sound more scholarly. Create and insert footnotes into the essay. Footnotes tell the
reader what the location is where you found the quote.
7. Write the FINAL DRAFT. Refine the quality of your writing further. Ensure correct
punctuation is used; capitalize all proper nouns; and format quotations and footnotes properly.
Create a Title Page and Bibliography Page.
8. Submit the completed essay by deadline.
STANDARDS








13

This is a formal essay; therefore, do not use any contractions (e.g. don’t, won’t) or
personal pronouns (e.g. me, I, you, us, we, or our)
The essay must be formatted according to Chicago Style, have a title page and
bibliography, and be a minimum of 650 words and no longer than 1000
The essay must have an effective introduction, three body paragraphs, and an wellwritten conclusion
The essay must not have any grammatical or spelling errors or errors with logic
The essay does not necessarily have to use quotations, but it is recommended
The essay is evaluated on the basis of a rubric (see below)
Use Calibri, Times New Roman, Verdana or Arial font size 11
o Let Google Docs format the size and font type for your footnotes

Cohesion: the state of things sticking (or “cohering”) together.
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Formatting Using Chicago Style
Chicago style is a commonly used method for formatting quotations, footnotes and citations.
Footnotes tell readers the specific page where a piece of information can be found in a source.
Citations tell readers what books the writer used to compose the essay (see bibliography page); and
quotations, depending upon their length, are formatted a certain way according to Chicago style. I
recommend students use the Citation Machine (www.citationmachine.net) to create and format both
footnotes and citations.
Footnotes
There are three situations when footnotes are used:




At the end of a sentence indicating the page number or web page where a quote you used was
borrowed from14
At the end of a sentence in which you borrow an idea and give credit to the original author 15
At the end of sentences in which you use statistics, e.g. 36% of students commit plagiarism 16

Footnotes are physically located at the bottom of a page in the footer. They are formatted exactly how
you see below:

If you look carefully at the example above, you’ll notice all three footnotes refer to a single source;
however, they are all slightly different lengths. Why? The first footnote is the longest and introduces
all of the source’s identifying information. In the second footnote, the publication location, publishing
company and publication date are all dropped (there’s no need to restate this information); and in the
third footnote even the book’s title is dropped, i.e. only the author’s name and page number is used.
Every referring footnote hereafter takes the form of footnote 7 as seen in the example above.
If you’re referencing a website more than once, drop the URL and the date accessed providing only the
name of the website. For example, compare the footnote immediately below with footnote 15 in the
footer below:
17

14

“Where You Give Credit”.

Footnotes are be used as this example illustrates to present readers with additional information without adding
unnecessarily to word count in the main part of the essay. There are some other uses for footnotes,
15
“Where You Give Credit”. Accessed March 12, 2020. https://www.usg.edu/galileo/skills/unit08/credit08_08.phtml.
16
CheckForPlagiarism.net. “Global Cyber Plagiarism & Statistics 2019-2020.” Global Cyber Plagiarism & Statistics 2019-2020.
Accessed March 12, 2020. https://www.checkforplagiarism.net/cyber-plagiarism.
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Chicago Style & Inserting Quotations
Writers insert quotations into essays mainly from books and websites. Quotations are used to support
the writer’s thinking and the arguments they make. For example if you are writing a report about why
movies are important it makes sense to find and use a quote from some famous actor or film producer
who echoes what you’re trying to say.
There are two distinct formats to use when it comes to incorporating quotations into an essay: short
quotations (29 words or shorter) and long quotations (30 words or longer).
Formatting Short Quotes
If your quote is 29 words or shorter, you must insert the quotation seamlessly into your sentence and
paragraph. Take a look at the example below to see what is meant by this word “seamlessly”.
In 1492 Christopher Columbus led three ships across the Atlantic Ocean in search of treasure. The
historian, I. P. Nightly, described the situation by saying “Columbus didn’t really know where he was
going.”17 Columbus thought the Atlantic Ocean was much smaller than it actually was.18
Take a look at the second sentence in the example above: the writer combined their own words with
those of a historian named I. P. Knightly. There’s no punctuation separating the writer’s and historian’s
thoughts (and this is what makes the sentences seamless).
Also, look closely at the bolded words in the second sentence in the example above: this is what is
called a segue. Segues are used to introduce, or set up, a quote so it makes logical sense in the host
sentence. Regardless of whether or not you are using a short or long quote you must always introduce
a quote using an appropriate segue.
Formatting Long Quotes
If your quote is 30 words or longer, you must separate the quote from its host paragraph using a
paragraph break at both the top and bottom. You must also indent the quotation five spaces on the
left and the right. Also, unlike with the short quote above, do not use quotation marks for long quotes.
See the example below:
Author Richard Wagamese is a master at using foreshadowing. The quote below foreshadows how
Saul is having the joy of the game of hockey taken from him:

17
18

Nightly, I.P., Columbus (Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2010), 18.
Nightly, I.P., Columbus, 21.
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There are times in this world when you have to look hard at yourself… I would not let go
of my dream of it, the freedom, the release it gave me, the joy the game gave me. It
wasn’t anybody else’s game to take away from me.19
When Saul is with the Marlins he begins to realize how much he uses hockey as an escape from the
darkness of his past and it starts to lose its escapism for him.
In the example above, the segue is presented in bold. Segues must be used because they establish the
reason for why the quotation is being used or important enough to include. You’ll notice paragraphs
using a long quote end up being divided up into three parts. This means paragraphs with long quotes
are not seamless.
Part one of the paragraph presents the purpose statement, along with the quotation’s segue. Part two
is literally just the long quote itself; and part three brings the paragraph to a close through the use of
an appropriate concluding remark.
Formatting the Bibliography and Title Pages
A bibliography is used by a writer to record (cite) all of the sources of information—books and
websites—they visited while conducting their research. Citations are arranged alphabetically in
descending (a to z) order based on a combination of the last names of authors or the titles of websites.
Use the Citation Machine to create and format your citations. On the next page you’ll find an example
of what a bibliography should look like. Take a careful look at where spaces and indents are placed as
well as when bold lettering and italics is used.
An example of a title page is presented immediately after the bibliography page. You should use the
exact same font throughout your entire essay, e.g. title page, the essay itself, footnotes and the
bibliography page.

19

Wagamese, Richard. Indian Horse: a Novel. Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 2018, p.56.
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Remember





Insert a space between the title Bibliography and the first citation
Use a paragraph break separating each and every citation
Arrange citations alphabetically (a to z) using the author’s last name or the title of the website
o In the example above, the third and fifth entries are references to websites
If your citation is so long it ends up on a second, third, fourth line, etc. you must indent that
second line five spaces and every other following line
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LCBI High School

1). Type in the name
of the school exactly
at the top of the title
page.
Font size 11.

Character Sketch: Anne Frank

2). Center the essay’s
title exactly 16 lines
below the school’s
name above. Bold the
title.
Font size 14.

Biff Pocaroba
ELA B10
Mr. Delainey
April 17th, 2020

3). Center your name,
the course name,
teacher’s name and
due date 17 spaces
below the essay’s title.
Ultimately, the
assignment due date
field should appear
exactly at the bottom
of the title page.
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Character Sketch Rubric
4
 Anne is clearly
identified
IDEAS

 Anne is named, but no
central impression is
explained

 Most of Anne’s key
character traits are
explained through
details and examples

 More details and examples
are needed to explain Anne’s
key character traits

 Details and examples
are irrelevant or missing

 The introduction
presents Anne in an
interesting way

 The introduction
presents Anne in an
efficient way

 The introduction
presents Anne
vaguely

 The introduction does not
identify Anne

 The conclusion
summarizes the ideas
and offers an
observation

 The conclusion
summarizes the
ideas

 The conclusion summarizes
some of the ideas

 A central impression of
Anne is clearly stated

 The organization is
consistent and logical

SENTENCE
FLUENCY

20

1

 A central impression of Anne
can be inferred with careful
reading

 Transitional words20 and
phrases show how ideas
connect

WORD CHOICE & VOICE

2

 Anne is identified, but
the central impression is
vague

 Relevant details and
examples explain are
used to explain each of
Anne’s key character
traits

ORGANIZATION

3

 A few more transitions
are needed.
 The organization is
logical but has a few
inconsistencies

 Many more transitions are
needed
 The organization shows
some logic but is often
inconsistent

 Words and phrases
precisely describe
Anne’s personality,
values, and hopes and
dreams

 Words and phrases
generally describes
Anne’s personality,
values, and hopes
and dreams

 Words and phrases
sometimes describe the
Anne’s personality,
values, and hopes and
dreams

 The writing has an
appropriate tone and
shows enthusiasm for
Anne’s character

 The writing has an
acceptable tone and
usually reflects
engagement with
Anne’s character

 The tone is sometimes
inappropriate, and the writing
only occasionally reflects
engagement with Anne’s
character

 Sentence beginnings,
lengths, and structures
vary

 Sentence beginnings,
lengths, and structures
vary somewhat

 Sentence beginnings,
lengths, and structures do not
significantly vary, and some
fragments and run-on
sentences are present

 The essay lacks a
conclusion
 No transitions are used
 The organization
seems random; the
reader often feels
confused

 Limited vocabulary
and/or frequent issues
with grammar interferes
with understanding
 The writing is lifeless or
mechanical

 Repetitive sentence
structure, fragments, and
run-on sentences make
the writing difficult to
follow

Transitional words are words and phrases used to create powerful links between ideas. Some examples of transitional
words are: but, however, nevertheless, by contrast, yet, on one hand, rather, or, nor, conversely, at the same time, and so
on.
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CONVENTIONS

 Spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation are
correct

 Spelling, capitalization,
and punctuation are
sometimes incorrect

 Grammar and usage
are correct

 Grammar and usage do
not distort meaning but
are not always correct

 Paragraphing tends to
be correct and reinforces
the organization
 Title page,
bibliography, and
quotations all properly
formatted

 Spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation are uneven
 Grammar and usage
errors distract from
meaning

 Paragraphing is irregular or
 Paragraphing is attempted too frequent
but is not always sound.
 Either one of the title
page, bibliography, or a
quotation not properly
formatted

 Common words are
misspelled and almost all
punctuation is missing or
incorrect
 Grammar and usage
mistakes are frequent and
distort meaning
 Paragraphing is missing
 Title page and/or
bibliography missing
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6. Prepare and present an oral-visual presentation (10 marks). In small groups students
conduct research on a prescribed topic and present a TED-style Talk to increase awareness
about the challenges confronted by today’s refugees and the growing problem of prejudice.
People become refugees for a variety of reasons: war, civil war, climate change, and human rights
violations. There are currently approximately 70 million refugees worldwide. There are even 3.9 million
people currently identified as “stateless” (meaning they aren’t citizens of any country at all). Every two
seconds one person is forcibly displaced from their home as a result of either conflict or persecution.
There is definitely a growing problem with the increasing number of refugees around the world.
There is also a growth in prejudice and intolerance around the globe: many countries accept and adopt
refugees out of compassion; however, not everyone is happy about granting refugees asylum. Criticism
of refugees (and immigrants generally) has encouraged a growth in anti-Muslim and anti-Semitic
attitudes.
Objective: help students gain an appreciation for the experience of refugees and the growing problem
of intolerance in various regions of the world. Ideally, increased student awareness around these issues
should help mitigate21 these problems.
The Process
In groups of three conduct research on a prescribed topic from the list below and give a corresponding
oral presentation using Google Slides. The purpose of the presentation is to teach and increase
awareness around an important global social issue.
1. Select the prescribed topic.
2. Create the presentation. The purpose of the presentation is to teach and increase awareness
around an issue. Use the prompts to order, arrange and build your presentations.
a. Length. Each presentation is seven to eighteen minutes in length.
b. Design. Select an attractive engaging design for the presentation. Ensure you follow the
rule of contrast, i.e. do not put dark fonts on dark backgrounds and vice versa.
c. Expertise. Be prepared to answer questions about any of the information you present.
This means reading as much about the topic you are presenting as possible. You want to
become experts in this area. Use all of your group members to complete work. Do not
have one person do everything. Share the load equally.
d. Media. Incorporate relevant images/audio/video where appropriate. Ensure pictures
are high quality.
e. Text. No more than 20 to 30 words maximum on any single slide. Use no more than two
fonts total, e.g. one for headings and the other for text boxes.
f. Technical. Ensure the presentation is entirely free of any and every kind of error.
21

Mitigate: make less severe, serious, or painful.
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g. Deadline. The project must be submitted by deadline (to be determined). Share the
completed presentation at rdelainey@lcbi.sk.ca. Give your teacher full-editing
privileges. Label the presentation Your_Names_Oral_Presentation.
h. Evaluation. See rubric.
3. Presentations are presented in ascending order (1, 2, 3…) to preserve a logical sequence.
4. Present.
a. Dress up for the presentation. Try to establish a “TED Talk” feel.
b. Find ways to distinguish your presentation from others, e.g. consider opening and
closing with music; use props and video to illustrate points; find ways to involve the
audience directly.
c. While presenting make consistent eye-contact with the audience. Do not stand there
reading the presentation to the audience. The slides are a reference tool only for the
audience, not for the presenter.
d. Rehearse the presentation as much as possible so it looks and sounds polished and
professional.
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Prescribed Topic

Prompts

1

When was the United Nations established?
Why was the United Nations established?
What is international law?
What are human rights?
What is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?
In your opinion what are the five most important articles found in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights?
What made you select these five in particular?
What is the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)?
What does the UNHCR do exactly for refugees today?
Not all refugees find a home: what are the three largest camps in the world based
on population?

The United Nations & the
Universal Declaration of
Human Rights
The United Nations is an
international organization of
nations established to help
promote global peace and
harmony.

2

Refugees: The History
People become refugees when
life in their homeland becomes
difficult and dangerous for a
variety of reasons.

3

Refugees: War & Civil War
War and civil war are two
leading factors dislocating and
displacing large number of
people. The dislocated and
become refugees frequently
forced to free their homeland
to find safety and security for
their families.

4

What is a refugee?
What are the different kinds of refugees?
How many refugees are their worldwide?
What are the main factors contributing to a growth in the number of refugees?
Which continents are the most like to create refugees?
How effective is the UNHCR at helping refugees find a home?
What are the most significant challenges faced by refugees in their adopted
countries?
How are refugees treated in their adopted countries?
What can we do to help refugees (other than donate money to refugee
organizations)?

Since the year 1900 CE: what are the five most significant wars and/or civil wars
creating large numbers of refugees?
For each war/civil war: introduce the conflict (who is fighting who and why are
they fighting); where did the conflict take place; what was the final outcome of the
conflict; how many refugees were created; where did the refugees end up going or
did they stay put?
Finish the presentation by teaching the class about two potential future “hot
spots” or places where war and/or civil war are likely to break out.

Refugees: Climate Change

Research and teach the following concepts:

Climate change is arguably the
greatest challenge confronting
humanity. Changes to climate
contributes to significant
changes in the environment
upon which people depend,
e.g. the Aral Sea and Darling
River have both dried up
displacing the people who once

What is anthropogenic climate change and its causes?
What happened to the Aral Sea? What happened to the Darling River?
What are some things we can expect if our planet continues to get warmer into
the future?
What is a climate change refugee?
Where are most climate change refugees coming from in the present?
Where are most climate change refugees predicted to come from in the future?
Why is this particular region so vulnerable to climate change?
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depended upon these bodies
of water for their survival.

Focus your attention: research a country or region where climate change is either
currently, or expected to be, a major problem producing hundreds of thousands of
refugees. Why did climate change hit this country particularly hard and what are
the country’s/region’s future prospects?
Why do we need to quickly address the problem of climate change?

5

Genocide
Human beings possess a
remarkable capacity for both
love and hatred. Genocide is
one of the worst expressions of
hatred one people can have for
another.

What is genocide?
Why do countries commit genocide?
th

st

The following is a short list of genocides committed in the 20 and 21 centuries,
e.g. Armenian genocide, Holodomor, Cambodian genocide, Rwandan genocide,
Srebrenica genocide, Sudan genocide and the Rohingya genocide.
For each genocide listed above answer the following questions:
Where and when did the event take place?
Who was targeted during the event? Why?
Who did the killing?
How many were killed?
Were the killers brought to justice?
According to the website genocidewatch.com, what are three potential regions
where genocide could happen again in the near future? Provide a brief
explanation for why these places are at such risk.

6

Anti-Semitism & Islamaphobia

Why do people hate other people?

Human beings are tribal. We
tend to love and trust only
those who look, sound, believe
and think like us. Tribalism
contributes to prejudice,
discrimination, intolerance,
and even violence.

What is anti-Semitism?
When did it first appear?
What are its root causes?
What are some examples of Jews being persecuted over the course of history?
What was the Holocaust? How were Jews treated during the Holocaust?
How many Jews were killed during the Holocaust? Who did the killing?
How bad is anti-Semitism in the present? Have things improved? Gotten worse?
Stayed the same? What country has the worst anti-Semitism? Why?
What is Islamaphobia?
When did it first appear?
What are its root causes?
Where is it the worst?
What are some important historical events connected to Islamaphobia?
What was the Quebec mosque shooting?
What was the Christchurch mosque shooting?
What are some examples of Muslims experiencing discrimination?
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Google Slides: A TED Talk Rubric
SCORE

Meaning &
Delivery

Structure &
Content

4

3
Thorough knowledge of the
topic demonstrated.
Persuasive.

1

Knowledge of topic
demonstrated. Convincing.

Some knowledge of topic
demonstrated.

Little knowledge of topic
demonstrated.

Effective presentation of real
world examples and/or
arguments.

Presentation of real world
examples and/or arguments
given but need polish.

Either no presentation of real
world examples and/or
arguments given.

Spoken presentation
delivered exceptionally
clear.

Spoken presentation delivered
with clarity.

Spoken presentation
delivered but requires some
polish and practice.

Spoken presentation delivered
but requires significant polish
and practice.

Consistent eye contact
made with audience.

Acceptable degree of eye
contact made with audience.

Exceptional presentation and
use of real world examples
and arguments.

Some attempt made at
maintaining eye contact
with audience.

Exceptional use of media
(video, images, text) to
create a dynamic and
compelling visual
presentation.

Effective use of media to
create a dynamic and/or
compelling visual
presentation.

Media used to create a
dynamic and/or compelling
visual presentation.

All the information
necessary to understand
the problem is presented in
an intuitive way, e.g. a
logical order is followed.

An acceptable amount of
information is presented
in an intuitive way, e.g. a
logical order is followed.

Most of the required
information is presented in an
intuitive way, e.g. some
semblance of a logical order is
followed.

Citations included and
formatted according to
Chicago style.

Focus & Sources

2

Little attempt made to
maintain eye contact with
audience.

Use of media to create a
presentation does not
deliver the necessary
information.

Citations included but not
formatted according to
Chicago style.

TED Talk comprehensively
addresses the thesis (uses
evidence such as information,
data, storytelling, and more).

TED Talk addresses the thesis
(uses evidence such as
information, data,
storytelling, and more).

TED Talk inconsistently
addresses thesis (and may
or may not use evidence,
data, storytelling, etc.).

Two relevant sources, other
than the source video, are
used and identified during
the presentation.

One relevant outside
source is used and
identified during the
presentation.

No outside sources are
used or irrelevant
secondary sources are
used.

TED Talk does not fully
address the thesis.
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Conventions

No errors of any kind, e.g.
grammatical, logical,
chronological, historical,
statistical, factual,
philosophical, grammatical
errors.

No more than a couple errors,
e.g. grammatical, logical,
chronological, historical,
statistical, factual,
philosophical, grammatical
errors.

Three to five errors detected,
e.g. grammatical, logical,
chronological, historical,
statistical, factual,
philosophical, grammatical.

Correct punctuation always
employed, e.g. commas,
periods, colons, and so on.

One or two errors in terms of
punctuation usage, e.g.
commas, periods, colons, etc.

Three to five errors in terms of
punctuation usage, e.g.
commas, periods, colons, etc.

No technical issues with slides
like asymmetry (elements
poorly spaced), pixilation of
images, poor use of contrast,
e.g. dark on dark or light on
light, or font issues, e.g. too
much text on any given slide.

One technical issue with slides
detected, e.g. asymmetry,
pixilation, poor use of contrast,
font issues, too much text.

Two to three issues with slides
identified, e.g. asymmetry,
pixilation, poor use of contrast,
font issues, too much text.

Presentation affected by a
significant number of
grammatical, logical,
chronological, historical,
statistical, factual,
philosophical, grammatical
issues; punctuation; and
technical issues like asymmetry,
pixilation, poor use of contrast,
font issues, too much text.

